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Gas checks are quite useful to prevent gas cutting and barrel leading from high-velocity (i.e. high-
pressure) bullets, for use with softer lead alloys, and for pure lead mushrooming bullets. 
Commercial copper gas checks from Hornady (Figure. 1) and others come in limited sizes and are 
relatively expensive.

A cheaper check material would be aluminum rather than copper sheet but some are concerned 
when they heard aluminum oxide is used in sandpaper. This is a false concern as the hardness 
measured by the scratch or indenter method is the same for both materials at about 3 mhos. The 
sandpaper grit is specially processed to enhance hardness. Normal oxides of both copper and 
aluminum are about 3-4 mhos hardness.

Custom check makers can be purchased but they are relatively expensive. So I built my own using 
these design criteria:

1) Use standard inexpensive Lee Reloader Press.
2) Use standard Lee sizing dies to seat gas check.
3) Easy for unskilled machinist to construct
4) Inexpensive materials
5) Easily adaptable to other calibers
6) Use commercial aluminum flashing about 10 mil thickness
7) Use punch clearance of 15%. This means the punch OD should be about 0.002" less than the 

Figure 1- Available Hornady copper gas checks



die ID.
8) Check dimensions should be similar to the Hornady dimensions in Fig 1.

Materials:
  7/8"-14 threaded rod ENCO # 619-1536
  ¾" diameter 1018 mild steel rod ENCO # 240-2246
Al flashing for gas check
   Gibraltar 0.011"  85 BHN
   Amerimax 68020 0.0078" 85 BHN
   old aluminum sheet 0.010" 52 BHN 
http://www.amerimax.com/pdf/catalog/flashing.pdf
http://www.constructionmetals.com/Products/Rolls/CMI-Cat11-Rolls.pdf

My gas check maker design can easy be constructed by an unskilled machinist (e.g. Myself), is 
easily adaptable to checked or plain base bullets and is far less expensive than commercially 
available units.

  tools needed:
1) Hobby lathe with tailstock drill chuck
2) Cutoff saw. Hand hacksaw may be used but its a pain to get square cuts
3) 3/8" end mill
4) HSS Drill set
5) ¾" diameter collet to aid in slot cutting. Nice but not critical.
6) 7/8-14 die to clean-up threaded rod. Nice but not critical.

Build the die body ( Fig.2) first. No dimensions are really critical.
1) Chuck ¾" diameter 1018 CRS in lathe leaving about 1 ½" exposed
2) Machine die body flange to fit Lee press shellholder
3) Center drill, drill and CS 3/16 hole for 10-32 screw clearance.
4) Remove from chuck and cutoff to length about 1.3"
5) Flip, re-chuck, and face off to 1.250"
6) Center drill and then drill 3/8" hole.
7) Step drill to correct size for desired caliber. 
8) Face off pin indexing flat with 3/8" end mill
9) Chamfer and smooth die entry hole.
10)  Mount die in collet and carefully cut slot using cutoff saw or a slitting saw in mill. Slot 

should extend all the way through the die ID plus another .015-.025" to avoid a clipped edge 
on the punched disc.

11) Clean any burrs or chips out of the die.



Figure 2- Die Body

 Build the punch (Fig.3) second:
1) Use the 7/8-14 die to clean-up the threads on the threaded rod
2) Cut-off a section of threaded rod to about 1.75" length
3) Chuck in lathe and face off end.
4) Machine punch OD to about 0.002" under the die ID. This is a loose slip fit. Too loose and 

the check disc will punch ragged, too tight and its hard to punch.
5) Center drill and step drill the forming hole.
6) Chamfer and smooth the ID of the forming hole. Polishing isn't needed but smoothness is. 

KEEP PUNCH OD EDGE SHARP!
7) Chamfer the sharp thread.
8) Flip over and back drill the relief hole about 1/64" larger than forming hole. This acts as a 

stripper to pull the formed check off the forming pin.
9) Chamfer sharp thread and relief hole.



Figure 3- Punch

Do a test disc by mounting the punch and die in your press and punching out a disk. The disc OD 
should punch cleanly. If its ragged you may have a burr , too much clearance between the die and 
punch for the material being punched, or a crooked slot in the die.

Figure 4- Forming Pin

Build the forming pin last. The punch ID should equal the forming pin OD + 2 x material thickness. 
Too big a difference and you'll form ragged edges, too little and it will be hard or impossible to push 
the check through the punch forming hole.

1) Chuck CRS rod in lathe and face off
2) Machine OD to 0.374" OD to index in die body.
3) Machine OD to required bullet diameter. Too big and check falls off, too small and its hard 

to seat on bullet.
4) Round over top edge to relieve stress in forming the check.



5) Polish the OD with 600 grit carbide paper to enable formed check to easily strip off forming 
pin. Take care that you don't back taper the pin which will cause check to stick on pin.

6) Cutoff to length.
7) Flip and re-chuck. Take care not to scratch up the polished pin surface.
8) Face off and break sharp edges.
9) Center drill, drill and tap 10-32 thread about 3/8" deep.
10) Clean out chips and fit test in die body.
11) Top of forming pin should fall about 0.02" below bottom of slit. If its too high then re-chuck 

and face off pin bottom until its correct. You want the sheet to be punched first then formed.
12)  Install the forming pin in die body with a 10-32 x ½" FH screw.

Do a test check. Cut a strip of aluminum sheet about ¾" wide and punch out a few checks. A $10 
rotary paper cutter from OfficeDepot works fine to cut a bunch of aluminum strips. Set the punch so 
its flush with the top the Lee Reloader Press. You need a full stroke of the press until the the die 
body bottoms out on the punch. Without a full stroke the check may not be stripped off the forming 
pin and you'll jam things up. 

Gas checks can be seated using a Lee sizing die but the die has an rough and abrupt entry hole. 
Clean-up and polish the entry hole by chucking the die in the lathe and then while spinning the die 
carefully smooth out the hole using a Dremel with grinding stone attached. Then polish with some 
600 grit paper on a wooden dowel. Clean out the grit.

Figure 5- Modified Tail First Sizing/Check Seating Pin

Seating checks squarely is much easier if you make a special sizing die pin (Fig.5) to hold the bullet 
nose and start everything square. The check can then be placed on the bullet and run through the 
sizing die tail first. Round nose bullets can be indexed by filling a drilled out pin with glue then 
pressing in a bullet coated with release agent.



Completed gas check makers

Lee gas check mold shank sizes

Caliber shank dia
.22 0.211
.25 0.239
.270 0.249
.30 0.283
.338 0.325
.35 0.340
.375 0.351
.41 0.380
.44 0.399
.45 0.424
.500 0.452


